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In our monthly review of business con-
ditions we rely heavily on the findings of
the economist Wesley Clair Mitchell, whose
work laid the foundation for modern busi-
ness-cycle analysis. His early efforts were
further developed with Arthur F. Burns, who
later became chairman of the Federal Re-
serve Board. Most people are unfamiliar with
Mitchell and Burn’s work (including, alas,
many economics doctoral students), but their
book Measuring Business Cycles (1946)
continues to shape our understanding of the
economy a half century after its publication.
When the current chairman of the Fed, Alan
Greenspan, testified about the economy be-
fore the Senate last January, he referred to
Mitchell and Burns’s studies of business
cycles and observed that “their insights re-
main relevant today.”

Among the most important of such in-
sights were the findings that some economic
series fluctuate in cycles and that the turn-
ing points in these cycles (the peaks and
troughs of individual series) tend to cluster
together around particular points in time.
Leading indicators usually reach their cycli-
cal highs (lows) before the cycle of general
business activity peaks (troughs). Coinci-
dent indicators turn at roughly the same time
as general business conditions, and include
statistics on employment, output, and in-
come, that are used to describe current busi-
ness conditions. Lagging indicators turn
some time after aggregate business activity
turns, confirming the changes reflected in
the leaders and coinciders.

Mitchell and Burns analyzed hundreds
of series covering various aspects of the
economy, such as production, employment,
prices, sales, and interest rates, to learn which
ones exhibited cyclical tendencies. In 1937,
then-Secretary of the Treasury Henry
Morganthau, Jr., asked the National Bureau
of Economic Research to develop a series
of indicators that would signal when an eco-
nomic expansion was about to begin. (The

Looking For Fresh Entrails
Our extensive search for new leading indicators of business-cycle

changes (the entrails of modern economic science) has yielded sur-

prisingly few strong candidates that differ significantly from or could

be expected to yield markedly more useful information than the lead-

ers that we now employ.

NBER now is responsible for identifying
when recessions begin and end.) In 1938,
Mitchell and Burns published an NBER pa-
per titled “Statistical Indicators of Cyclical
Revivals.” In it they identified 71 series as
“tolerably consistent in their timing in rela-
tion to business cycle revivals...” Of these
series, 21 were included in “A List of the
Most Trustworthy Indicators of Business
Cycle Revivals.” This marked the introduc-
tion of the statistical indicators of business-
cycle changes as known today.

Since then the series used as statistical
indicators have been modified, replaced by
other series, and otherwise improved. In the
1960s, the Department of Commerce began
publishing regular updates on the indicators,
and a few years ago the Conference Board,
a private organization, took over this job.

The cyclical indicators published by the
Conference Board are chosen from among
hundreds of economic series on the basis of
six characteristics. Among the most impor-
tant factors, a series first should be economi-
cally significant. If a series such as the length
of skirt hemlines, for example, ranked high
in the other five rating areas, its lack of eco-
nomic significance would disqualify it as an
economic indicator. It also should be statis-
tically adequate — the fewer revisions, the
better. The timing of the movements in a
series should be consistent — it should lead,
coincide with, or lag changes in general busi-
ness activity. Movements of a series should
also conform with shifts in business activ-
ity, with few false signals or missed signals.
A series should also be smooth enough that
erratic fluctuations from one month to the
next do not obscure its cyclical trend. In this
respect, the use of a moving average of the
data (for example, the 3-month average of a
monthly series) can help smooth a series,
but a long moving average also makes a
series less timely. Timeliness is the sixth
criterion for a satisfactory indicator. A se-
ries for which data are not available until

several months or quarters after the fact is
of little use in ascertaining the present or
future trend of business activity.

Not many economic series score high
enough in all six areas to qualify as busi-
ness-cycle indicators. The Conference Board
currently publishes data for more than a hun-
dred indicators of U.S. business conditions.
Of these, 80 have been classified as leaders,
coinciders, or laggers. Of these 80, 47 are
classified as leading indicators.

Using the Leaders to Forecast

Business Trends

The Conference Board currently uses ten
leading series in its composite index of lead-
ing economic indicators. This index, devel-
oped by the Commerce Department, is
widely regarded as a having a good track
record in predicting recessions, but in fact
its record is mixed. The current version of
the index appears to have performed well in
the 1990-91 recession, inasmuch as it started
to decline 6 months before the contraction
began. However, this version is based on
revised data and on some series that were
not components of the index 7 years ago.
The index actually reported in 1990 failed to
signal the recession — indeed, in July 1990,
the month the economy peaked, the leading
index as reported stood at a new high.

According to a Federal Reserve Bank of
Boston study, only 2 of 40 forecasts con-
sulted for a Wall Street Journal article in
early July 1990 actually then predicted a
recession.1 Many of these were based on
elaborate econometrics models, and their
failure illustrates a persistent problem with
such models. While many appear to yield
seemingly accurate forecast growth rates
while the trend of economic expansion con-
tinues, they often miss the reversal of that
trend. Inaccurate forecasts at recessionary
turning points have the greatest potential for
inducing costly erroneous decisions.

The failure of the Conference Board in-
dex and most forecasters to predict the 1990-
91 recession is attributable to their analyses,
not to the behavior of the data. Some of the
cyclical indicators behaved unusually, par-

1 
“The 1990-91 Recession in Historical Perspec-

tive,” Stephen K. McNees, New England Eco-

nomic Review, Federal Reserve Bank of Boston,
January/February 1992.
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ticularly interest rates. But in 1990 most of
the leaders were below their cyclical peaks
and trending downward.

AIER uses many of the same indicators
as other forecasters, but our approach is
somewhat different. Among other things, we
analyze the individual series rather than com-
posite indexes and we forecast only the prob-
able direction of economic trends, not the
rate of change. Our method led us to issue a
different forecast in April 1990: we warned
that a recession was likely.

Why We’re Looking For Better Data

No two business cycles are alike, and
there is no assurance that the approach we
used in 1990 will be successful in the fu-
ture. Our forecasting record is not perfect,
and over the years we have tried to improve
it by altering our methods and replacing in-
dicators that have become unsatisfactory.

Most recently, the adequacy of the con-
stant-dollar M1 money supply as a leading
indicator of business-cycle conditions has
become questionable. This series peaked 3
years before the 1990-91 recession began,
and during the current business expansion it
has decreased since 1994. The divergence
of M1 from the business cycle has led us to
look for another series to take its place
among our 12 primary leading indicators.

A basic requirement for this replacement
series is that it should behave as a leading
indicator over the entire business cycle.
Some indicators behave differently at peaks
and troughs. For example, the unemploy-
ment rate is a leading indicator before re-
cessions but a lagging indicator when the
economy emerges from recession. Of the 47
Conference Board series classified as lead-
ers, only 30 are leaders at both peaks and
troughs of the business cycle. In addition,
there is another series that has not been for-
mally classified by the NBER as a leader
but which appears to satisfy the criteria.

We already use nine of these 31 series as
primary leading indicators. The other three
we currently use are M1, which no longer is
reported as a leading indicator by the Con-
ference Board; the ratio of manufacturing
and trade sales to inventories, which the
Conference Board reports as an inverted ra-
tio that, in its inverted form, behaves as a
lagger; and average weekly initial claims
for unemployment insurance (inverted),
which is not strictly a leader over the entire
business cycle. It is classified as a coincider
at troughs, but has behaved as a leader often
enough to raise doubts about this classifica-
tion. This leaves 22 series from which to
choose a new primary leading indicator. Of
these, two are simply current-dollar versions
of constant-dollar series that we now employ.

The remaining 20 series cover a range of
economic processes, but some are very simi-
lar to leaders we now use. For example, the

number of new houses started each month is
a useful leading indicator, because it repre-
sents an early stage in the construction pro-
cess. However, it closely tracks the number
of building permits issued for new houses,
one of our current primary leading indica-
tors. Another leading construction series,
gross private residential fixed investment,
reports the value of outlays for new hous-
ing, renovations, and additions to existing
housing. But this series also tracks the num-
ber of housing permits closely and, as a quar-
terly series, is not as timely as our monthly
series. Absent compelling evidence that
weighting the housing sector more heavily
among our leaders would yield more reli-
able forecasts, there is little to be gained by
adding either series to our list.

Lack of timeliness also eliminates other
quarterly leading series as replacements for
M1. These series reveal trends in economic
activity that provide valuable information
about the business cycle — but only in dis-
tant hindsight. The quarterly data currently
available, for example, are for the second
quarter, reflecting activity as long ago as
April. Since it usually takes at least a few
quarters’ worth of data to assess whether a
change in a quarterly series’ trend repre-
sents a temporary reversal or a cyclical one,
we probably would not be able to identify
cyclical reversals in a quarterly series until
nearly a year after they occur. Keeping in
mind that the most recent recession lasted
only 8 months, by the time we acquired
enough quarterly data to suggest an immi-
nent recession, it might be over.

Dropping the quarterly leaders from con-
sideration narrows the field to 11 potential
leading indicators. One series, the number
of new business incorporations, would seem
theoretically useful. The decision to incor-
porate is an early step in the production of
goods and services. It typically is followed
by new hiring and the purchase of new equip-
ment, so it is not surprising that a change in
the trend of this series would signal a change
in future business activity. Unfortunately,
the most recent reported figure for this se-
ries is a year old. This tardiness makes it
useless for forecasting.

The value of the net monthly change in
business loans is another possible candidate
series. We use the underlying series, com-
mercial and industrial loans outstanding, as
a primary lagging indicator (after adjusting
it to account for price inflation). The rate of
change in this lagger behaves as a leader,
because the growth rate of an indicator of-
ten slows before the underlying series be-
gins to decrease. However, this series be-
haves very similarly to another credit series
that we now use as a leading indicator, the
3-month percent change in consumer debt.

Inventory investment as well is an eco-
nomic process that can be measured with

both leaders and laggers. When sales fall
short of expectations, inventories accumu-
late. Because it takes time for businesses to
get rid of larger inventories, the level of in-
ventories usually does not decrease until af-
ter a recession begins. Thus, we use the con-
stant-dollar value of manufacturing and trade
inventories as a primary lagging indicator
of business activity. However, the combina-
tion of weakening sales and rising inven-
tory results in a decrease in the ratio of sales
to inventories prior to a recession, and we
use this ratio as a primary leading indicator.

The value of the monthly change in in-
ventories also leads the business cycle and
might be a useful new indicator. If invento-
ries begin to accumulate rapidly, this initial
surge is usually followed by a slower rate of
accumulation as businesses adjust to weak-
ening sales. However, the series is so vola-
tile that it requires a 6-month moving aver-
age to reveal its cyclical trend, which makes
it less timely. In addition, it is doubtful
whether it would provide any more insight
into inventory investment than the sales-to-
inventory ratio series.

Another candidate is the index of con-
sumer expectations, an oft-cited series used
by the Conference Board in its composite
leading index. It is widely accepted among
the media and many business analysts that
people’s attitudes about their economic situ-
ation strongly influence their decisions to
spend. If people are pessimistic about the
future, it is said, they are unlikely to spend
money on new cars, furniture, clothing, and
so forth. Conversely, if they are optimistic
they may be more likely to spend. Indeed, the
onset of the 1990-91 recession coincided with
a sharp drop in consumer confidence, which
led some analysts to conclude that the loss of
confidence had triggered the recession.

Subsequently, however, the various in-
dexes of consumer attitudes have developed
only a spotty record as economic indicators.
Their relatively greater volatility, which re-
duces their usefulness as cyclical indicators,
mainly reflects their tendency either to soar
or plummet in response to noneconomic fac-
tors (such as presidential elections). To the
extent that consumer attitudes do reflect eco-
nomic developments, these appear to be
more reliably measured by other economic
series, such as employment and income.
Consumers can’t spend confidence.

Of the seven remaining leaders that might
usefully replace the M1 series, four mea-
sure demand for durable goods. Durable
goods are defined as those items with a nor-
mal life expectancy of 3 years or more. They
include machinery, equipment, aircraft, and
other capital goods purchased by businesses;
and cars, furniture, televisions, and other
goods purchases by consumers. The 3-year
life expectancy rule is arbitrary, and it is
questionable whether all the items counted
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as durables actually can be expected to last
that long, given the swift pace of techno-
logical advance. In any event, durable goods
are of particular interest in business-cycle
analysis because spending on them tends to
be more cyclically sensitive than spending
on nondurables (for example, clothing and
food) and services. Forecasters usually fo-
cus on the value of new orders for durable
goods as a leading indicator of business ac-
tivity, because the receipt of orders is the
first step in the production process.

The broad category of durable goods can
be disaggregated into specific components.
Two of the leaders we currently use track
two particular components: Manufacturers’
new orders for consumer goods and materi-
als includes consumer durables, while con-
tracts and orders for plant and equipment
includes nondefense capital goods. As with
the aforementioned housing, credit, and in-
ventory series, however, the four durable
goods series on our list of potential new lead-
ers overlap series that we now use.

The remaining candidates to replace M1
reflect the behavior of money and credit.
The current liabilities of business failures
(inverted) would seem potentially useful
because we would expect the volume of
losses to creditors as a result of business
failures to increase when the economy weak-
ens. However, even from month to month
this series is extremely volatile — so vola-
tile that the cyclical turning point before the
1990-91 recession was statistically indistin-
guishable from large fluctuations that oc-
curred earlier in the 1980s. This characteris-
tic limits its usefulness as a forecasting tool.

And Then There Were Two

The two finalists in our current search
are the interest rate spread between long and
short term government securities (a mea-
sure of the yield curve) and MZM, a new
money supply series. The interest-rate spread
series was a component of a so-called “re-
cession probability index” that the Fed
watched closely prior to the last recession,
and the Conference Board added it to its
leading index in late 1996. A positive spread,
which occurs when long-term rates are
higher than short-term rates, usually indi-
cates that credit is readily obtainable. A nega-
tive spread (an inverted yield curve) occurs
when the opposite conditions obtain, i.e.,
when credit is tight. So called “credit
crunches” often are identified as periods
when the spread is negative, typically dur-
ing or just prior to recessions.

The accompanying chart shows the point
spread between 10-year Treasury bond
yields and 3-month Treasury bills. As can
be seen, the spread decreased prior to each
recession since 1955. It also decreased in
1967, 1986, and 1995, but most of the other
leading indicators also sent false signals of

recession during these periods. The series is
timely and relatively smooth.

There is, however, a possibly prohibi-
tive difficulty with adding the interest rate
spread to our list of primary leading indica-
tors. In our procedure for analyzing the lead-
ers, we focus on the magnitude and duration
of changes from the peaks and troughs of
each series to appraise whether it is cycli-
cally contracting or expanding. However,
the sign of the interest rate spread appears to
be a more useful and reliable indicator than
its trend. It almost always turns negative
(indicating an inverted yield curve) before a
recession. Unless and until it does, the down-
turn from a peak is not necessarily a signal
that recession is imminent. If we use the
change to a negative spread as the signal of
recession, the downturns in the spread in
1986 and 1995 were not false signals, be-
cause the spread did not turn negative. How-
ever, our current statistical procedures do
not allow this distinction. In addition, to the
extent that a downward trend in the spread
is an accurate leading indicator, it is evident
that the lead is very long, perhaps too long
to be useful. In the 1975-80 expansion, the
spread peaked 4 years before the next reces-
sion began. During the current expansion, it
reached an apparent peak in 1992, and the
downturn since then obviously has been a
misleading signal of recession.

As a further test of whether the interest
rate spread would be a useful addition to our
primary leading indicators, we applied the
same statistical analysis to the series that we
use on our other leaders each month. The
analysis shows a high probability that the
series is signaling recession and a low prob-
ability that it is signaling continued expan-
sion. A visual appraisal of the spread sug-
gests its trend is cyclically indeterminate.

Still, a recent study by the Federal Re-
serve Bank of New York asserts that the
magnitude of the interest rate spread, and
not just its sign, is a valuable forecasting
tool.2 According to that statistical analysis,
the probability of a recession occurring four

quarters into the future increases as the
spread narrows. The probability is 25 per-
cent when the spread is nearly zero, 50 per-
cent when the spread is -0.82 points, and 90
percent when the spread is -2.40 points.
However, this forecast model would have
missed the 1990-91 recession, because the
probability of a recession never topped 25
percent. A similar probability model actu-
ally used by the Fed in 1989-90, which used
other financial and economic variables in
addition to the interest rate spread, also failed
to anticipate that recession. The poor per-
formance of both models partly reflects the
fact that the interest rate spread did not be-
come as narrow before that recession as it
did in some earlier recessions (the yield curve
did not actually become inverted). The spread
also reverted to a larger one sooner than usual
(before the recession began, instead of after).
Currently, the estimated probability of reces-
sion using the New York Fed’s analysis is very
low, less than 5 percent.

Clearly, the yield curve is useful in pre-
dicting recessions. Whether it would be more
valuable as one of our primary leaders or as
a supplement to them is less clear. We will
continue to seek to develop procedures that
overcome the difficulties mentioned above
and to monitor the behavior of this possible
addition to our leading series.

The other potential replacement is MZM,
a money series. Since the 1980s, the rela-
tionship between existing measures of the
money supply and the economy has become
questionable. Even the Fed, which compiles
data for M1, M2, M3, and even something
called “L” (an estimate of liquid assets) ad-
mits that none of these money measures is a
reliable indicator of financial conditions.
Neither M1 nor M2 gave timely signals of
the past few recessions. After M1 became
unreliable in the 1980s, economists shifted
their focus to M2. However, constant-dollar
M2 has been virtually flat for the past 10
years, raising doubts about its usefulness.

The breakdown of the historical relation-
ship between these aggregates and economic
activity (as measured by spending and in-
come) reflects the deregulation of the finan-
cial industry and the rapid growth of new
financial products such as money market
deposit accounts (MMDAs), money market

2 
“The Yield Curve as a Predictor of U.S. Reces-

sions,” Arturo Estrella and Frederic S. Mishkin,
in Current Issues in Economics and Finance, Fed-
eral Reserve Bank of New York, June 1996.
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mutual funds (MMMFs), certificates of de-
posit, large institutional money market ac-
counts, mutual stock and bond funds, etc.
Whether people regard these balances
mainly as savings or as an asset to be used
for transactions is not clear. It is clear that
the dividing line is different from the one
implied by the Fed’s current methods of clas-
sifying assets in order to measure “money.”

MZM, a new series, measures monetary
instruments with a zero maturity. That is,
balances that are redeemable upon demand,
with no risk of capital loss or penalty for
early withdrawal. MZM is a broader aggre-
gate than M1, which fundamentally mea-
sures currency and conventional checkable
deposits. It includes most of the items
counted in M2, except it excludes CDs and
other small time deposits (which usually
carry early withdrawal penalties) and it in-
cludes large money market funds (those with
a required minimum initial investment of
$50,000) which are usually held by institu-
tions rather than individuals. (The compo-
nents of M1, M2, and MZM are shown in
the table below.) In theory, MZM counts all
of the items that could readily be used as, or
converted into, transactions balances. Assum-
ing these balances bear a stable relationship to
total income and spending in the economy, when
MZM declines it would be an indication that
the economy is likely to slow.

As shown in the accompanying chart, the
movements in MZM (in constant dollars)
track M1 fairly closely. This suggests it could
be classified as a leading indicator, although
it has not been added yet to the Conference
Board’s list of cyclical indicators. Since
1995, however, the two series have diverged,

apparently due to the increasing use of
“sweep accounts” by banks. These accounts
enable banks to shift depositors’ balances
around in a way that reduces the amount of
reserves that the banks are required to hold
to back deposits. (Banks seek to minimize
these reserves because they earn no return.)
Banks have been “sweeping” funds from
checkable deposits, which are included in
both M1 and MZM, into money market de-
posit accounts, which are counted in MZM
but not M1. Thus, this latest financial inno-
vation has reduced M1 but has not affected
MZM. The decrease in M1 is a misleading
signal of future business activity, in that it
would appear to have little, if anything, to
do with real economic activity. Because
MZM has not been affected, its recent up-
ward trend may be a better indicator of un-
derlying financial conditions.

Whether MZM will prove to be a reli-
able indicator of future economic activity
remains to be seen. Other measures of money
also seemed relevant when they were devel-
oped but they became less useful as a result
of financial innovations and changing regu-
lations. However, for now MZM seems a
more useful series than M1. We will follow
this series closely, along with the yield curve,
in future months.

Given the volume of business statistics
reported in the news each day, it may seem
surprising that our search for a replacement
for the M1 series turned up so few strong
contenders. This finding actually under-
scores how well the series we currently use
cover the economic processes measured by
the other indicators. Many of the potential
replacements would shed little new light on
cyclical movements in business activity.

Whether these data fully capture cycli-Money Measures

M1 =  Currency
       + Demand deposits
       + Other checkable deposits
       + Traveler’s checks
M2 =  M1
       + Savings deposits (including MMDAs)
       + Small time deposits
       + Retail MMMFs
MZM =  M2
       + Institutional MMMFs
       - Small time deposits

cal movements in the economy is another
question. The available indicators focus dis-
proportionately on the goods-producing sec-
tor of the economy, especially its manufac-
turing and construction components, even
though it now represents a smaller portion
of economic activity than the service sector.
The main reason for this is that the services-
producing sector historically has been rela-
tively insensitive to cyclical swings, thus
service sector data are less useful for fore-
casting turning points in the business cycle.
However, whether the service sector is as
“noncyclical” as the data suggest, or whether
its cyclicality simply is not captured in the
data available, is a matter of current debate.
Compared with those for the goods-produc-
ing sector, the pertinent service sector data
are conspicuously fragmentary. This reflects
the difficulty of measuring service sector
activity, as well as the failure of the Gov-
ernment entities that collect and publish data
to develop statistics that reflect the growing
importance of services.

A few years ago the Commerce Depart-
ment, in response to criticism that its data
underrepresented the service sector, con-
ducted a comprehensive review of the busi-
ness-cycle indicators. It was able to identify
only one service-related series that per-
formed well as an indicator, the percentage
change in a consumer price index for ser-
vices. That series now is included in the
Conference Board’s composite lagging in-
dex — i.e., it is useful chiefly in identifying
business-cycle turning points after they have
occurred. The Commerce Department also
reviewed measures of international activity
that might be suitable leading indicators.
However, it could find no adequate measure
of future foreign demand for U.S. goods,
and the data that might be used to construct
such a series are not available promptly.

Notwithstanding the shortcomings in the
data for the U.S. economy, the available busi-
ness cycle indicators performed well in the
last recession. We will continue to use the
12 leading series we currently use while we
monitor changes in the yield curve and the
MZM money supply. At the moment, nei-
ther of these series appears to be signaling
recession, and the percentage of AIER lead-
ers appraised as expanding is at a level that
also indicates continued expansion is more
likely than recession. ❑
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